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                                           The shocking race 


It was a the 2nd January 2019 and the Olympic race was about to start all the runners was nervous who where called 
Carrie,Joe,Robert and Jade but Mark wasn’t, as soon as the gun echoed around the stadium the athletes ran to win the gold medal. 
Carrie was in last place so far in the race but she thought she could turn it around so she ran past Joe also Robert and even Jade 
but she couldn’t get past Mark because he was so fast. They already run half of the stadium carrie was trying really hard all of the 
audience could tell because there was sweat dripping down and  her face was really horrifying....


They was roughly 5 meters away from the finish line and Mark won and all the other athletes was really disappointed in there 
selves.But as soon as Carrie was going to get some water she saw out of the corner of her eye that Mark was cheating by wearing 
boosters on the front of his shoe and nobody noticed because they was really small.so Carrie run as fast as sound  into the room 
where they  was on live TV and yelled that Mark was cheating the lady who was interviewing Mark was confused and then Carrie  
explained and she got them out of his locker what was it even locked because he wanted to be on tv  Live. Mark apologised and the 
GoldMedal what was around his neck was taken by Gracie the Interviewer and then she’s got the money and she is now famous and 
got a gold medal.
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⭐ Well dome Lucas on the way that you have used your adjectives to describe the way the Carrie was sweating.


⭐ I also like the way that you had a twist when yo said that mark had cheated.                                                                                                

Wish  I think that you could improve your work by trying to used a different range of connectives.           Marked by Evelyn
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